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The Year that Everyone Took
Action for More Women in Sales
In celebration of
International Women’s Day
it is a thrill to report on the
state of women in sales for
Top Sales World. To do so I must use some
props – dominoes, specifically.
emember when you were young and you
stacked the dominoes upright and spaced
them enough apart so that when you pushed
the one closest to you it pushed down the next one
and the next one? That phenomenon is aptly called
The Domino Effect – that is, a chain reaction. One
simple action sets off another and another –
potentially affecting thousands or millions of
dominoes.

R
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Getting more women into sales and sales
leadership is like lining up dominoes. Many unrelated
things are happening that are beginning to get
traction so that in some areas, we see changes
happening.
There is a lot of talk about inclusion and there has
been for a while yet we’ve seen the industries of
SaaS, tech, manufacturing, telecom, distribution, and
utilities where there is a small percentage of women
in sales roles. According to DiscoverOrg data, just
23% of sales roles are held by women, and a mere
12.6% of VP Sales and higher sales leadership roles
are held by women.
What can we do about it? At WOMEN Sales
Pros® we have been asking, interviewing, listening
and studying up to learn why in the U.S., where
more than 50% of college graduates are women our
numbers are so low in the sales profession. We now

Editorial

have an answer for action – very much like the
dominoes, many of the right actions have to happen
together to produce new results.
It is not one simple thing that needs to take place,
but an ecosystem to support change within sales
teams to one of inclusion. We want inclusion
because companies are stronger with a mix of men
and women on their team. ROI is greater. When
your sales team has a diversity of ideas, it has new
options for creativity.
When I was in my mid 20’s I was hired as a sales
person to take over the territory of a guy named
Lenny. Lenny had a way about him that was more
like a bull in a china shop than a customerfocused
advocate. One company he wanted to work with
would not invite him to their RFP process because
they did not like Lenny. Once I took over Lenny’s
book of business, I called on the company that didn’t
want us to bid on their upcoming tech purchases. I
persisted, and set up a meeting to better understand
what their needs were and why we were not offered
an opportunity. After a lot of listening, they told me
that Lenny did not listen to them and was not a
person of his word. I assured them I would always
listen and be there for them as their advocate. We
got a chance to participate, and we won a multi
milliondollar contract.
Why? I listened. I left my ego at the door. Our
whole team was involved. I had no agenda and
brought different skills and traits to the table. That’s
the value of an inclusive sales team – especially
when it reflects who your buyers are too.
In research done in the last 18 months, we have
found a recipe that smart CEOs and their talent
teams are incorporating for sales: a combination of
what company leadership can do and support for
women themselves to rise within an organization.
Change happens when the whole ecosystem is
involved.
There are five competencies that company
leadership must excel in and there are five
competencies that women themselves must excel in
for sales teams to be more inclusive. On the

company side, leaders in the Csuite set the tone
and make the commitments. Having a wellbalanced
sales team which includes a reflection of who your
customers are IS a result of leadership, and lack of
balance is also due to leadership. Finding new places
to track down great sales rep candidates, crafting
nonbiased job descriptions and making sure
candidates get an awesome first impression of your
company is due to leadership as well.
Front line sales leaders must be taught that there
are different ways to sales success. Those on their
team bring different traits and means for success. I
always hated the idea of “closing” someone – it’s not
something you do to someone but rather the result
of a twosided, valuable conversation where you
demonstrate how your company will serve your
buyer. Don’t ask me to kill my competition or have a
“showdown” with my buyer. I don’t relate to war and
most of the women I know in sales feel the same
way.
Help the women on your sales team to share
their strengths with the rest of the team, just as you
share anyone’s strengths on the team with others.
Relate to your entire team, and believe in them.
Show all reps what their career path can be.
Hopefully you can demonstrate that your more
senior leaders are diverse as well. If not, don’t expect
anyone to believe you’re committed. Actions speak
louder than words.
A big shout out to all of the men who vocalize
about the great sales leader they had who happened
to be female, and to the CEOs who reach out to us
in search of women VP Sales or CRO candidates.
Publishers like Top Sales World and especially
Jonathan Farrington have believed in the power of
women sellers from the start – it was not a gimmick
or idea of the month here.
We
encourage
you
to
join
us
at
@WOMENSalesPros on Twitter and the reveal of
n
our new website in March.

Lori Richardson is President of
WOMEN Sales Pros®. Find out more here
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Can your sales force adapt to always win?
The most successful sales reps can adapt
and pivot to deliver customer value in any
market conditions. But how?

#SalesAgility

Click to view this on-demand webcast:
3 Big Trends Driving Sales Force Agility in 2017

Click Me Now
Qstream.com/2-minutes
Qstream.com/blog
Great Sales Teams In Minutes a Day

@Qstream

Tiffani Bova

Don't Mistake Confidence
for Ego
There is no shortage of derogatory opinions of how ethical or upstanding
sales people are. The masses often compare everyone in the profession to a
used car salesman, someone who couldn’t make it academically at anything
of substance. Announcing to your parents that you want to grow up and
‘get into sales’ may not be as well received as say, becoming a Doctor or
Lawyer.
et, I would argue that sales has been in
existence longer than either of those and has
been in the fabric of society since the Middle
Ages. From bartering and trading of antiquity, to the
exchange and ‘sale’ of philosophy, ideas and beliefs,
innumerable countries, industries, companies,
communities and careers have been built on the not
always appreciated act of buying and selling.
Some professions have a tendency to be
dominated by either men or women and sales is no

Y

exception. In a 2014 ‘Trends of Women’ study
conducted by LinkedIN, women represent 39% of all
sales roles (up from 36% in 2004) and the average
percentage of women in sales, across all industries,
that hold Director or higher positions is only 27%. Is
this underrepresentation because women aren’t
interested in getting into sales? Or is it because they
don’t feel they have what it takes to be successful? I
believe it is a little bit of both unfortunately. I think
many women don’t want to get into sales because
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the portrayal of the job has always been dominated
by aggressive, egodriven men. One only needs to
rewatch the 1992 classic Gengarry Glen Ross, and
more recently The Wolf of Wall Street (2013) to
understand why there is a huge misperception on
what it takes to be successful in a sales career.
Having spent almost 25 years either being an
individual quota carrying sales rep, managing entire
sales teams or advising some of the largest sales
organizations in the world, I can tell you those
descriptors couldn’t be further from the truth. In
today’s more socially connected, relationship driven
environment where the customer is looking for
additional value with each interaction they have with
a brand, women are in a perfect position to be more
successful than their male counterparts.
Do I think being a women in sales has its
advantages? Of course I do. But I also think there are
advantages of being a man in sales too. I only think of
myself as a sales person, gender neutral on the job I
am doing – my ability to hit quota is binary, you
either hit it or you don’t. The report that ranks
performance doesn’t have a bias one way or the
other. It just shows the facts. One only has to look at
those who have built a successful career in sales to
see that there are more similarities than differences
in personality traits between genders, even though
there is a significant difference in the percentage of
each who pursue a career in sales. The skills needed
are a combination of personal attributes, attitudes
and actions. Perseverance, commitment, integrity,
assertiveness, collaboration, empathy, relationship
building, storytelling and more importantly
confidence are all required skills for someone who
wants to be successful in sales. However, how those
various attributes are used, when they are used, and
why they are used is where I think you start to see
the differences between men and women sellers. As
Sheryl Sandberg, the COO at Facebook, once said,
“When a little boy asserts himself, he's called a
'leader.' Yet when a little girl does the same, she risks
being branded 'bossy.”
There is no question that sales is competitive, not

10
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only between companies but between individuals
who may even be on the same team. It is only natural
that those who are successful at achieving quota and
winning big deals will gain confidence in their abilities
over time. I refer to myself as a ‘recovering seller’
since I no longer carry a quota or lead a sales team.
However, over my 15 year sales career, I was
frequently a top performer. I wear this badge with
pride, especially since I have always sold technology,
which to this day is dominated by men. There have
been many circumstances where my confidence has
been misinterpreted as having an ego. Unfortunately,
those two things are not easily discernable, especially
for a woman in sales. For me, I always kept myself in
check by remembering how I was able to build up
that confidence, and further my career. Yes there
were lots of wins, but early on there were just as
many defeats. The lessons learned from those losses
is what made me a better seller over time. And if
you’re like me, you always remember the losses. It
wasn’t always easy, and there were too many times I
found myself humbled by the reality of being in high
tech sales. However, all the confidence in the world
doesn’t mean all deals will go your way.
I remember like it was yesterday during the
interview process at one of my first sales jobs. It was
1995 and the CEO wanted to hire me as their very
first, and only sales rep. Before we wrapped up our
time together he said to me “I really think you would
be a great addition to our team, but I’m not sure
anyone will take you seriously if you are selling
technology and your name is “Tiffani”. I just looked at
him, I wasn’t sure what to say, my first exposure to a
bit of gender bias in the workplace, so I just laughed it
off and took the job. I think part of me wanted to
prove him wrong, and the other part just wanted to
make money. In less than a year I 10x his business,
made a few good commission checks and was
recruited by a much larger company. While not the
standard career path, the next ten years were on a
fast track. I changed jobs almost every 18 months to
gain more responsibility and increase my earning
potential. I built some of the first cloud based sales

Tiffani Bova

teams. Expanded my sphere of influence running
sales, marketing and customer service and pushed
the envelope on what it meant to ‘socially sell’ as one
of the beta clients for Eloqua. My last quota carrying
job was building and running the indirect channel
business at Gateway Computers, a Fortune 500
company.
I didn’t understand my path really until I was
offered a job with Gartner as a Research Analyst in
2005. Talk about a hard transition. Being a practicing
seller, I had to learn how to become an academic.
Someone who studied what worked and didn’t work
for both small and large sales organizations. After 10
years, I had reached Vice President, Distinguished
Analyst and Research Fellow for my work on a multi
year research project on the Future of Sales. Today I
feel so fortunate. I am able to give back in some small
way to an industry and a profession which has been
so great to me. I am part of an incredible company at
Salesforce whose culture supports diversity and
inclusion led by our CEO Marc Benioff and Chief

Diversity Officer, Tony Prophet. As the Global
Growth and Innovation Evangelist, I get to vicariously
sell alongside an amazing team, help our customers
be more successful, and travel the globe talking
about how companies can build high performing
sales organizations. With over 250 keynotes under
my belt over the past decade in front of hundreds of
thousands of people, I am often the only woman on
stage and I can tell you it isn’t possible to do that
without having confidence in myself and my ability to
deliver. If being a woman helped me to better at my
craft – then who am I not to take advantage of it? My
next order of business is to send this cover to my old
CEO who wasn’t really sure that I could be successful
in sales, let alone in technology sales. OK, yes, that
n
was a bit of ego, but I never said I was perfect.

Tiffani Bova is a Global Growth and
Innovation Evangelist, Salesforce.
Find out more here
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The Enablement of Women in Sales
Did you know that the
women’s right to vote is a
challenge that took more
than 200 years and is still
not achieved everywhere
on the planet?
he movement began in the 18th century. But
most countries only allowed women to vote
starting in the early 20th century – the UK
and Germany in 1918 and the US in 1920 – after
decades of very painful processes. Many countries
in Europe and around the world only followed
decades after WWII.
I normally don’t write about gender equality and
gender collaboration, simply because it’s not my
research focus in my role as research director for
CSO Insights. Today is an exception, because we
celebrate International Women’s Day on March 8,
and because we have the March edition of Top Sales
Magazine written entirely by women contributors.
Furthermore, and this is probably the most
important reason: Women cannot take anything for
granted, including what we have already achieved,
as recent political trends unfortunately show.

T
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In general, there are always two sides to gender
equality. One is the legal part as mentioned above,
with the women’s right to vote as an example. The
other one is our cultural reality in all aspects of our
lives. This cultural dimension is much more
important, because it shapes the political and the
business landscape and the decisions that are made
in parliaments and organizations.

Women in sales and sales force enablement –
where are the women in sales?
It’s still the sad truth that there are too few women
in sales, especially in sales leadership roles. Data
provided by LinkedIn suggests that women occupy
39% of sales roles, across the globe and across
industries. That means there are far more women in
typical female industries such as education and
healthcare than, for instance, in technology or high
tech. And the number of female sales executives is
much smaller; the gap in sales is bigger than in other
functions.
When I look at my current role as an analyst, I
have to say that the number of female clients I work
with is below 10%. And the few women I work with
have marketing, sales enablement, sales training, or
L&D roles. Just to give you an impression. Why are

Tamara Schenk

women so often found in enablement roles rather
than in sales roles?

Women prefer a collaborative working
environment
This is a personal experience as well as a perspective
I hear from many women. Doing great work and
creating great results in a collaborative environment
seems to be much more attractive for women. And
this is a prerequisite for working in a sales
enablement role.
Based on our 2016 Sales Enablement Optimization
Study, sales force enablement is a highly
collaborative discipline that requires enablement
leaders and practitioners to collaborate with up to
eleven functions. It’s much more than aligning sales
and marketing only. Furthermore, the need to set up
collaboration in a formal way has a tangible impact
on sales performance: Quota attainment is 21%
better compared to organizations with “ad hoc”
collaboration only.
Based on my own experience in my previous role
as the VP of sales force enablement in a large IT
organization, setting up collaboration in a formal way
across several departments, countries, and cultures
is a huge challenge that must not be underestimated.
It is by no means a “soft issue” that can be done with
second priority or “when we have time” (which
never happens in sales as we all know). Instead, it is a
mission critical task that requires a clear vision,
practical smaller steps, timeconsuming calls,
meetings, and discussions, and process development
and adjustments. Finally the different players find
their “new” place in the game and recognize that
they can now achieve even better results than
before. Women are often, not always of course,
predestined for leading those processes.

Communication, listening skills and empathy
are excellent for sales enablement roles
All these skills are important for being successful in

sales. And as women are often highly gifted with
communication and listening skills as well as with
empathy, they have great prerequisites to be
successful sales professionals. Especially in the age
of the customer, connecting products, services, and
solutions to the buyers’ desired business results is
much more relevant and successful than talking
about features and functions. A valuebased selling
approach depends on “soft” skills and the ability to
connect the dots in increasingly complex buying
situations.
These skills are even more important in sales
enablement than in pure sales roles. Sales force
enablement as a strategic discipline with an
orchestrating character requires first and foremost a
lot of internal selling to various stakeholders. And as
anyone who has tried it knows, internal selling
demands excellent communication and listening
skills. Additionally, women often have a better
connection to their intuition which leads to an
excellent sensor for the “corporate weather
forecast” and how to adjust their approaches.

Skills once called “soft” are now “musthaves”
– More awareness is needed
This trend is a great opportunity for women in sales
and sales enablement roles. What’s needed in the
industry and among male sales leaders is more
sensitivity and more awareness of the situation and
the facts at hand. Recognizing changed skill profiles
has to be translated into changed hiring profiles and
changed, genderneutral, perceptions. Skills that are
admired in men shouldn’t be ranked inadequate in
women, as, for instance, being “bossy.” And that
requires more women in sales leadership and sales
hiring roles so that men AND women look together
n
at candidates to ensure better hiring decisions.

Tamara Schenk is Research Director with
CSO Insights, The Research Division of
Miller Heiman Group. Find out more here
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Women in Sales Have Everything
They Need to Succeed
Growing up, I had sales all wrong. I believed salespeople were life-of-theparty types—extroverts who could talk to a wall. I wasn’t like that. I´m still
not, but it hasn’t been a problem in my sales career.
y first job out of college was with Joseph
Magnin, a women’s specialty store in San
Francisco. I entered their management
training program and was groomed to become a
salesperson—a role I entered with much trepidation.
I wasn’t pushy or aggressive like I thought
salespeople were supposed to be, but I did have
definite points of view.
One of my first lessons about sales came early on
in my new job. I wanted to rearrange a display of
elegant gifts, so I asked the more experienced
employees for their opinion. They all insisted it had
never been done that way before. When I told my
manager about their feedback, she looked at me and
said, “That’s the best reason I know for doing it.” I
was 22 years old, and I have never forgotten her

M
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response. She probably had no clue what an
impression she made on me.
Just because something has always been done a
certain way doesn’t mean that’s the best way.
There’s an old story about a little girl who watched
her mother cut off the ends of a ham before she put
it in the roasting pan. When the little girl asked her
mother why she did this, the mother thought for a
moment and said, “I don’t know. My mother always
did it that way. Why don’t you ask your
grandmother?” So, the little girl asked her
grandmother, who responded, “That’s simple. The
pan wasn’t big enough.”
Since that time, I continue to challenge traditional
ways of working. I challenge tired prospecting
techniques like cold calling, direct mail campaigns,

Joanne Black

advertising, and trade shows—and the expectation
that these activities alone will deliver great clients.
To this day, my best advice for other women in
sales is to challenge the status quo, to challenge the
stereotypes, to be themselves and not try to act like
men in sales. The truth is that women have their
own natural strengths that make them top sellers.

Women in Sales March to a Different Drum
Top salespeople build strong, ongoing, trusting
relationships. We’re not the center of attention. We
put our clients and prospects center stage. We ask
probing questions, listen intently, have engaging
conversations, and make connections—which gives
women in sales a strong advantage.
Women know how to build relationships. We are
hardwired to be nurturers, connectors, and
collaborators. We don’t have to think or act like men
to become rainmakers. In fact, many salesmen
should start thinking and acting like us.
“The best salespeople I know are women.” That’s
what experienced salesmen tell me. Why? Because
women:
l Build strong relationships and earn clients’ trust
l Have intuition and listen to their gut feelings
l See the complexities in a deal and dig deeper to

find the best solution for each client
Women in sales build relationships differently than
men. We love to share stories and delight in pulling
out the details, rather than getting straight to the
point or being told to “net it out.” We tend to
consider the longterm implications of any decision,
where men tend to focus on results and solving
problems. And these traits serve us well in sales.

department managers, to the salespeople. We only
worked with one male buyer. The rest were women
too. So, I didn’t need to compete with men.
Today’s saleswomen don’t have to compete with
men either. But they do need to take their careers
into their own hands and demonstrate behaviors
that change perceptions, contribute to company
goals, and accelerate their success.
Here’s how to start:
1. Get your voice heard. Every woman I’ve spoken
with shares this story: “I’m at a meeting, and I offer a
perfect solution to the problem being discussed. No
one comments. Then 10 minutes later, a man says
almost the same thing, and everyone thinks it’s a
terrific idea.”
One of my colleagues, a partner in a national CPA
firm, has her response ready when this scenario
occurs. She immediately says, “I’m so glad you liked
my idea.” That shuts people up fast, while putting
her in a leadership position.
2. Ask for advice from people you respect—men or
women. Listen carefully and adopt what makes
sense based on your unique personality and selling
style. We all need advice and guidance, and women
tend to be way more open to asking for help.
3. Step out of your comfort zone to test new ways
of working. It’s better to apologize (if appropriate)
than to ask for permission. Always ask why you’re
selling the way you’re selling. If your current sales
plan is working, keep doing it. Otherwise, change it
up and find your own groove.

Women in Sales Have Power

Above all, make time for yourself and the people you
care about. Don’t let the corporate world gobble up
all your energy and dull your creativity. To be
n
successful in sales, you’ll need plenty of both.

Perhaps because I began in retail sales, I never
thought my gender was a disadvantage. All my
colleagues were women—from human resources, to

Joanne Black is the Founder of No More Cold
Calling® and a best selling author.
Find out more here
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The Five Selling Skills Sales Managers Need
When you move from sales
producer to sales leader,
you must learn new skills in
order to lead and develop
your sales team. Some of
those skills are hiring and selection,
coaching and performance feedback. While
you need to learn new skills to be a
successful leader, don’t forget to apply the
selling skills that helped you achieve
success and get promoted. They can help
you create winning sales teams.
ake a look at five selling skills that will help you
be a more effective sales leader.

T

#1: Prospecting skills. Good salespeople share a
common theme for success  their ability to
consistently prospect for new business. This
happens because top sales producers block time on
their calendars for business development. Top
performers have mastered the emotional

16
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intelligence skill of delayed gratification. They put in
the work of business development day in and day
out to earn the reward of a full sales pipeline.
This structure and discipline prevents empty
sales pipelines and desperate sales meetings. “Please
buy from me  there is no other prospect in sight.”
Prospecting skills are equally important for sales
managers, except their focus changes to sourcing
and uncovering top sales talent, rather than sourcing
top prospects. Delayed gratification is important
because it’s easy for sales managers to give in to the
pull of instant gratification and firefighting. Weeks
go by with little or no prospecting for new sales
hires. The people pipeline dwindles and when a
territory opens up, you are in desperation mode.
Effective sales managers block out time to
identify, pursue and interview prospects or potential
salespeople. They are consistent in their
prospecting, even when their people pipeline if full.
They know that full pipelines prevent desperation
hiring and, ultimately, firing.
#2: Qualifying Opportunities. Good salespeople are
great at qualifying or disqualifying opportunities.
They learn consultative selling skills to uncover the

Colleen Stanley

prospect’s need or want. When a prospect shares a
need, the savvy salesperson doesn’t immediately
buy the buying signal. They avoid solution dumping
and ask more questions to determine if the prospect
is committed to solving a problem or achieving a
goal.
Sales managers also need good qualifying skills
when interviewing potential hires. Instead of
focusing on uncovering a need, the effective sales
manager focuses on figuring out whether this
candidate possesses what he or she needs.
For example, a potential candidate says they are
a team player and great at closing big deals. Just like
a good salesperson, the sales manager doesn’t buy
the buying signal. They apply qualifying skills and
behaviorbased interviewing skills to look for proof
of the stated attribute.
#3: Interpersonal Skills: Top salespeople know how
to build lasting relationships with prospects and
clients. They don’t exhibit wonanddone behavior.
They take time to understand what motivates each
client in order to provide excellent, customized
service.
When meeting with clients, the excellent
salesperson is fully present. They are not thinking
about their prior or upcoming meetings. They have
mastered FOMA: fear of missing out.
Great sales managers know how to build great
relationships with their clients  the sales team.
They don’t try to mass manage the team or use a
onesizefitsall coaching approach. They invest time
to understand and learn each salesperson’s
strengths, weaknesses, motivators and desires.
They also have mastered FOMA, and are fully
present and focused when meeting with team
members. They aren’t checking voicemail, email or
any other electronic gadget. Great sales managers
treat their sales team like they treat their best
customer.
#4: Alignment of values. Good salespeople work
with clients that are aligned with their core values.

These clients approach business from a winwin
perspective, treating vendors as partners, not
vendors. They are honest in their business
conversations and dealings.
Sales managers that build really great sales
cultures hire salespeople that align with their core
values. A winwin salesperson understands the
balance between profit and achieving revenue goals.
They don’t pursue business that isn’t profitable for
the company. An honest salesperson raises their
hand when they make a mistake. They get to the
truth fast and learn from their failures.
#5: Psychologist. Really good salespeople are similar
to good psychologists. A psychologist recognizes the
presenting problem often is not the real problem.
They take time to listen to the patient (prospect),
gather information and prescribe only when they
feel they have the right solution or medicine. If they
can’t solve the problem, they refer the patient
(prospect) to another specialist.
Sales managers invest time to understand their
patients, the sales team. When a salesperson is
falling short of expectations, they don’t jump to
conclusions. They listen and analyze to figure out
the root cause of a performance issue.
Is the salesperson failing because she doesn’t
know what to do or is lack of confidence the root
cause of poor performance? Is the sales pipeline
empty due to lack of work ethic or lack of skills?
There isn’t one solution for all customers. There
isn’t one solution for improving a salesperson’s
performance.
Review the skills that made you a top salesperson
and apply them as a sales manager. Don’t throw
away skills you’ve honed for years. Instead, learn
n
how to use them as a sales leader.

Colleen Stanley is President of
SalesLeadership, Inc., Best Selling Author of
Emotional Intelligence for Sales Success …”
Find out more here
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Have Your Best Mentor The Rest
It’s an open secret:
mentorship is the numberone investment you can
make to dramatically
improve the performance
of your existing sales team within a
relatively short timeframe. After all,
mentors are the best of the best in your
salesforce: they’re well positioned and
uniquely experienced to help guide
inexperienced or less knowledgeable
salespeople within your team to become
top-ranked pros.
benefited from internal mentorship early in my
career when the only other women in the office
(and a super star seller) took me under her wing
and showed me that I could also be a success. Over

I
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the years, I’ve used those lessons to help build
internal mentoring programs for clients. Here are
their best practices
First: there’s no one else out there who knows
your clients and your business better than your
best salespeople. Not even the most skilled
consultants can match that unique mix of knowledge
they possess. It’s a position that commands a lot of
inhouse respect. Mentors listen to them carefully
because they are peers. They empathize with what
other sellers are experiencing in their work, because
they have likely walked a mile in their shoes, too.
Because of this, your mentors are able to share what
they know with your sales team and implement
changes in less time than others.
Secondly, mentorship solves two team
challenges at once. Not only are you investing in
handson training for your underperforming staff,
you are also giving your top sellers a brandnew
incentive to stay with your company. Being a top
performer comes with responsibility: they need to
lead by sharing what they know. That can only

Colleen Francis

happen if top performers are given the opportunity
to show and exercise leadership by being a mentor
to others. This has an important spinoff benefit: it
provides them with an otherwise rare chance at on
thejob training, including grooming them for future
management positions.
Third, mentorship cuts down on staff turnover.
Again, there’s a multiplier effect at work here. Not
only do you get to retain more of your junior and
previously underperforming staff (now that you’ve
helped them become pros), mentorship has a way of
keeping top performers loyal to your company. It
also does a great job of stroking the egos of your top
people: it means something to them that their
employer has recognized their hard work and is
prepared to give them red carpet treatment to share
what they know with others.
Fourth point: without mentorship, people simply
don’t improve on their own. In sales, this kind of
learning happens best as a team. When your staff
members—mentors and mentees alike—feel they’re
part of a team and are united in what they do, they
tend to focus longer, accomplish more and stick
together.

Building your inhouse mentorship program
There’s a lot that needs to happen even after you
pick your top sales performers and offer them the
opportunity to mentor others. Here at Engage,
we’ve seen clients achieve amazing results after
following our advice and creating an inhouse
mentorship program. Based on that work, here are
five steps you need to take to make this happen in
your organization.
Have liveobservations sessions. To be effective,
your program should include live observations that
take place during their visits with customers. With
this approach, the mentor isn’t pulled away from
selling to teach others: the workplace where they
perform every day becomes the classroom.
Schedule these liveobservations sessions up to four
times a year to ensure that no one’s time is

sacrificed, and include opportunities for mentees to
listenin on sales calls. Remember: in sales,
observational learning is one of the most powerful
ways to absorb and retain new skills. You can
reinforce this by having your sales managers follow
up with each mentee and hold them accountable to
report on what they have learned.
Make
room
for
many
oneonone
conversations. Once a month have a top performer
take a struggling sales rep out for lunch at nice
restaurant (and of course, allow them to expense the
meal). Give direction to both the mentor and
mentee. To the mentor, indicate specifically what
parts of their business or selling method you want
them to cover during their mentorship. Similarly,
with the mentee indicate what you expect them to
learn more about. Both mentor and mentee should
be encouraged to engage in conversation: to have
an open conversation about the sales process. After
each oneonone session, have a debrief with the
mentee to ensure they have properly grasped the
lessons and best practices that have been shared
with them. You are the sales coach. You hold both
parties accountable for implementation
Create the star of the show. When you invite
someone to be a mentor, you are giving them the
right to take center stage. Have them lead your sales
team meetings once a month. Have them conduct a
review of your current sales pipeline or have them
present a training segment. With practice, they will
become highly skilled at dissecting and explaining
their sales process and explaining to others how
they can improve.
Lastly, ask your new or struggling people who
they would like to be mentored by. If they are
mentored by someone they look up to, or feel they
have a connection with, the mentoring sessions will
n
be more successful.

Colleen Francis is President and Founder of
Engage Selling Solutions and bestselling
author of Nonstop Sales Boom.
Find out more here
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3 Personal Reflections on Being
a Successful Woman in a
Male-Dominated Profession
I haven’t given much thought to this. Until now, in celebration of
International Women’s Day, when I’ve been asked to share my reflections
on being a woman in sales.
ossy. Bitchy. Competitive. Ice Queen.
Opinionated. In my sales and sales
management career, I’ve been labeled all the
above. I’ve earned a few other labels, too. Top
producer. Award winner. Corporate Director. President.
Mentor.
Being a woman in this maledominated
profession hasn’t stopped me from achieving what I
set out to achieve. Maybe it’s because I reject
gender stereotypes and haven’t allowed them to
steer my actions.
Or maybe it’s because there’s a third set of labels,
the ones I choose for myself. Determined.
Courageous. OtherOriented. Curious. Integrity.
These aren’t qualities that naturally accompany
my gender. They’re not qualities automatically
associated with sales. They are values that I
deliberately decided to operationalize in my life.
I attribute my success in sales to my operating
values.

B
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When someone tells me I can’t, I say “Oh, yeah?
Just watch me.” When I hit a roadblock, I investigate
it. If I need to get past it to achieve my goals, I’m
relentless in chipping away at it.
I welcome the opportunity to prove myself,
especially when I can help others in the process.
Mostly, though, I’m not terribly concerned with
other’s opinions about me. I hold myself accountable
to living in accord with my values. That’s enough for me.

What My Feminist Mom Taught Me about
Making My Own Way
Both my parents were Marine Corps drill sergeants.
Mom was one of the first U.S. Women Marines to
travel abroad. She broke new ground and was an
early feminist who challenged genderbased
limitations and stereotypes.
At the same time, Mom believed that taking did
not require taking away from someone else. She

Deb Calvert

pushed me to get recognition and rights and
opportunities on my own merits. I never expected or
wanted to be considered, selected or promoted
based on my gender.
These days, I belong to Women Sales Pros. The
organization’s vision is to see more women in B2B
sales companies. I support this vision because I have
been richly blessed by my sales career. I fear that
many women are missing out on similarly rewarding
experiences.

Why Aren’t There More Women in Sales?
I think the number one reason we don’t see more
women in sales is that many selfselect out of sales
roles. They refuse to consider entry level jobs or exit
the profession before taking nextlevel jobs. For
many women, sales is not an attractive career.
Aggressivesounding descriptions about the
work make it unappealing. Crushing quota, being a
hunter and bagging the prospect isn’t how I see
selling, but it’s how it’s often described and the
reason it’s rejected by many women (and some men,
too). Even the suffix man, as in salesman, may
inadvertently steer women away from this
profession.
Perhaps I’ve been insulated. I worked in
companies where women had equal opportunities to
prove themselves. If there was pay disparity or
favoritism for men in the places I worked, I was
oblivious to it. Instead, I was focused on making the
leaderboard and hitting every goal I was given. I
succeeded, far more often than not.
When it came to job promotions, I was selected
for every job I applied for, save one. Although I
wasn’t right for that job, the org chart depicted it as
the next rung on the career ladder. Good thing I
didn’t get that job because a much better
opportunity came along just two months later. It was
a huge promotion into a corporate role.
I acknowledge that many women have
experienced gender discrimination in the workplace.
I’m not one of them, and I’m not wellinformed

enough to speculate on whether this happens often
in sales or not. My guess is that it happens in sales
just as it does in other places.

The Opportunity to Make Your Own Way in
Sales
But here’s the thing. In sales, you have a much
greater opportunity to make your own way. Your
numbers are an indisputable and objective indicator
of your performance. Strong performance gets
rewarded.
What’s more, sales offers more flexibility and
lifestyle freedom than most careers. I’ve been a
Mom since I was 20 years old. My youngest has
profound special needs and requires a great deal of
time and attention. No other career would have
been as accommodating. I can juggle my schedule
and still be wildly successful.
Best of all, anyone can learn to sell. There aren’t
naturalborn qualities required. Sellers are as diverse
as the products they represent and the buyers they
call on. Selling is for anyone who is willing to invest
time, energy and effort into creating and presenting
solutions that make sense for buyers.
Our research with 530 B2B buyers bears this out.
The Stop Selling & Start Leading® movement is
about being a leader in order to be an effective
seller. Women and men alike can make their own
way and succeed using these behaviors that buyers
prefer.
My two greatest hopes for the sales profession
are that we’ll open it up to everyone by aligning with
our buyers and offering what they want to see from
us. And, when we do, that more will be attracted to
work in and proudly represent this noble and
n
rewarding profession.

Deb Calvert is the President of People First
Productivity Solutions and Author of
DISCOVER Questions Get You Connected.
Find out more here
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Sales Leadership in Crisis?
We love strong leaders. It’s
a noble role that seems in
short supply some days.
Even without stirring
speeches or Churchillian
charisma, the best ones inspire us with
passion and vision to succeed. Yet when it
comes to sales leadership, where are Zig
Ziglar and Mary Kay Ash when you need
them?
here’s no doubt that sales leadership is one of
the toughest jobs, with the greatest impact. A
recent survey of over 400 sales leaders by the
University of Southern California revealed that more
than twothirds of salespeople who exceeded quota
rated their sales manager as being excellent or
above average. And, more than half of the sales reps
who rated their sales organization as excellent also
rated their sales manager as excellent.
For the best sales managers, leadership is not just

T
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about being in charge. It’s about putting the interests
of the team ahead of their own. Understanding this
dynamic and the specific competencies needed to
be successful is critical, but often lacking. Companies
with the best leaders foster a culture where sales
development is valued, and individuals at all levels
know that taking the time to learn and grow is
completely encouraged. Without this, it’s hard to fill
the gaps, but not for trying.

Great sales leaders are not born that way
A respected peer recently shared on LinkedIn the
fascinating state of sales enablement job
descriptions he’d been reading, many requiring the
function to “work directly with salespeople to
improve performance” as a core tenet of the daily
routine. Dozens of responses roared in. “That’s
crazy,” “Why just focus on salespeople? Why not the
frontline sales manager?” “What exactly are
managers doing if they’re not driving the
performance of their own reps?”
Well, the truth is that most sales managers aren’t
coaching, nor are they necessarily leading. Why? For

Lisa Clark

starters, we know sales managers have a lot on their
plate. They work long hours, manage endless
reporting, go to meetings, and hire and fire. With
less time and constant change, the added task of
leadership and coaching can be profound.
As we know, sales leaders frequently get
promoted because they can sell. But being a top
salesperson vs. a successful coach and business
strategist are very different things. Just because you
can close, doesn’t mean you can lead. This is
exceedingly evident when a sales team is
underperforming – and the leader doesn’t know
what to do about it.
Add to this that we don’t properly invest in
developing our sales managers. The paradox here is
that they’re responsible for managing diverse teams,
requiring them to be consummate managers of
people. Shifting their mindset from knowing their
reward no longer comes from their own individual
contributions, but through the success of their team,
can be challenging.
To be fair, from the moment a professional gets
started in sales, they’re judged by the numbers. So if
a new sales leader is developed in an environment
where that’s the focus, they will probably be best at
managing by the numbers. You get leaders adept at
getting transactions done, instead of learning to
motivate and lead others.
According to the Sales Management Association,
companies are twice as likely to focus their
developmental programs on their reps exclusively.
Too many companies make the flawed assumption
that after training is done, sales managers – because
they were at the same event – will pick up the ball
and run with it. Yet, we know most training efforts
fail to reach their objectives in the field because they
lack management reinforcement and coaching. For
one company faced with budget constraints, instead
of sacrificing the quality of their rep training, they
channeled their limited dollars into management
development. Out of necessity they changed their
thinking, and achieved a better result.

Making better decisions through data
Great sales leaders also understand the need to
bring personalized approaches to coaching. They
adapt their style to suit each individual on their team
against a defined sales process. Emerging
technologies can help, making it possible to gather
realtime data and readily document what reps are
prepared to bring to any sales interaction. These
tools deliver valuable “people metrics” that help
managers continually calibrate their investments in
coaching, and provide early warning indicators to
facilitate corrective action to change the revenue
trajectory.
Conversely, they can use the insights to explore
the characteristics of team successes and take
actions to boost sales effectiveness, such as
combining teams to leverage strengths across
territories. The data helps to verify that reps, no
matter how they seasoned are, are actually the best
people to sell the company’s products effectively.

The bottom line
Leadership may seem like a simple concept, but it
perplexes even the largest organizations. After all,
it’s more than just unbridled charisma, rahrah
speeches and a persuasive approach, just as sales
management is more than simply assigning quotas
and reviewing performance reports. In all
businesses, sales organizations depend on their
leaders to blaze the trail to productivity.
Tackling the sales leadership problem is the only
way to fix sales team performance for the longterm.
Like all good things in business, strong leadership
starts at the top. And, the best companies will be
focused on developing people in general. In the
words of Zig Ziglar, “You can get everything in life
you want if you will just help enough other people
n
get what they want.”

Lisa Clark is Vice President of Marketing at
Qstream. Find out more here
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I Sell #LikeaGirl
Special note: This article
was inspired by a Super
Bowl XLIX advertisement
that posed the question:
What does it mean to do
something “like a girl?” Initially, it mocked
how girls run, fight and throw balls.
hen, it showed young girls throwing
themselves into these activities with passion
and intensity. Finally, it concluded by saying
that young girls confidence plummets during
puberty and challenging us to change that.
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It got me thinking. What did it mean to “sell like a
girl”? And why is it that so many women feel like
they don’t belong in sales? Could it be that we’re not
tough enough? Or, that we lack the killer instinct?
If that were the case, then why did I know so
many top women sales professionals? Clearly we
bring different talents and mindsets to the sales
field—ones that weren’t initially associated with
sales success.
So I thought I’d share my story. For fun. For truth.
For perspective.
I’ve been rebelling from the day I entered this
(still) maledominated profession. I didn’t intend to.
In fact, when I first started out, I tried really hard to
do what the guys did.

Jill Konrath

But being pushy, wasn’t part of my nature. I
hated pitching; it felt so selfserving. I detested
anything that smacked of manipulation. And I never
was able to bring myself to use the trite closing
techniques that my male colleagues claimed were so
effective.
I was repeatedly told that I needed to “play with
the big boys” and to “get in bed” with my customers.
I learned that it was a “war” out there; that my
competitors were the enemy and my job was to
destroy them.
And, despite being in an environment where
people took great pride in making tons of calls
(“Sales is a numbers game!”), I felt it was a waste of
time if they weren’t good ones.
Yet I was wildly successful. Beyond what I ever
thought possible …
Because I sold like a girl. I still do.
Instead of focusing on products, services and
slimy sales techniques, I focused on my customer.
That’s the only thing that mattered to me. I wanted
to understand their status quo, their challenges and
their objectives.
I asked tons of questions. Seventeen magazine
taught me how.
I focused on conversations and collaboration.
When I didn’t know the answers, I said so. My intent
was always on making a difference for their
business. At my core, I knew that if I could make that
happen, I would benefit too.
As a result, my prospects felt like I truly cared
about them. They trusted me. My credibility
skyrocketed. When I made a recommendation, they
believed it was in their best interest. It was.
I wasn’t a pushover though. At times I could be
really tough. I told people their expectations were
unrealistic. Or, I told them they weren’t expecting
enough. I made ‘em think.
I frustrated them too, when I didn’t just do what
they said. But I couldn’t because it wasn’t the right
thing to do.
Yes, I sold like a girl. I created winwin
relationships. I still do.

I’ll never forget the time, a few years back, when
I’d proposed a oneday workshop to a
manufacturing company. The VP of Sales was
considering me and a of couple guys for the
program. He liked my stuff the best.
But then he got nervous. Because I was a GIRL
and all his sales reps were men. He left me a
voicemail, sharing his angst.
I thought about it … but not for too long. There
was only one possible response. I had to do it.
So I called him up. “Jim. It’s Jill calling. I know
you’re concerned about bringing me in to train all
your sales guys. But I just want you to know that I
have more balls than those two other male trainers
combined. That’s all I have to say.” I got the job.
I sold like a girl. I was open about his concerns,
but not afraid to address them.
Today, when I speak at my sales meetings, my job
is to wake people up to what it takes to be
successful in today’s rapidly evolving sales world. I
get in people’s face. I challenge their thinking.
But I do it eversonicely, like a velvet hammer.
Like a girl.
It still amazes me how many companies don't
think girls are really cut out for this business. They
see us as too soft, too peopleoriented  and
perhaps not "moneymotivated" enough. Or, they
create macho cultures where women don't quite fit
in.
What a shame. They're missing the opportunity
to capitalize on the incredible talents of 50% of the
workforce.
The truth is, ALL the best salespeople I know, sell
n
#LikeaGirl  whether they're male or female.

Jill Konrath spent years as a topperforming
sales professional. Today, she’s a keynote
speaker and the bestselling author of four
sales books: More Sales, Less Time; Agile Selling,
Selling to Big Companies and SNAP Selling.
She’s an outspoken advocate for bringing
more women into the sales field.
Find out more here
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The Top Sales Hardtalk Series is Back!
Hosted by the ebullient Barb Giamanco, expect fastpaced, relevant and indepth
conversations that are always on topic.
We will be releasing one recording for download every Tuesday. Here is March’s timetable.
Tue 7th  Lisa Dennis
Value Propositions that Sell

Tue 14th  Anne Miller
The Power of Metaphors to Sell

Tue 21st  Stephan Sieber
The Importance of a CustomerCentric
Sales Culture in a Service Economy

Tue 28th  Lori Richardson
What Your Salespeople Deserve:
Dynamic Sales Leadership

And you if you missed any of February’s Hardtalks, you can listen to the recordings here too:
l
l
l
l

Phil Kreindler
Bill Butler
Stu Heinecke
Andrea Austin






Customerized Selling – Learn How Customers Want You to Sell
Account Based Selling
How to Get a Meeting with Anyone
Sales and Marketing Alignment

LISTEN HERE AT

For The Women Of The World
Not Afraid To Take A Bow
It is a privilege to be asked
to share some of my
thoughts for this year’s
International Woman’s Day.
It’s also a time to reflect on
what the day actually stands for – outside
our default celebration of the suffragettes
or those who have voiced their views, run
their races and remained on buses.
ith
a
2017
global
theme
of
#BeBoldForChange,
International
Women’s Day is a vehicle for a more
inclusive, gender equal world. First recognized as far
back as 1909, it was a pivotal moment for women,
especially when, years later in 1975, the women of
Iceland went on strike for improved conditions and as
a result, paved the way for the first female president
in the world.
As a female leader in sales today, sitting alongside
many other women who have also taken up the
mantle of inspiring women in sales to get amongst it
and make a difference, I could think of no better
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reason to celebrate this day than to share a few
personal thoughts to help other women sales leaders
and aspiring female sales leaders to continue to fight
the good fight.
So as I sat, fingers itching to pound the keyboard, I
took a moment to consider the context of what I was
about to write.
Which woman in sales inspired ME? Who did I
admire and respect?
And who would I like to consider as my role model
in this time of change?
In this moment in time when a woman really can
lead the world.
And so I closed my eyes and reflected....
Why does it always have to be somebody else?
Why does it have to be somebody we see on the
news, in print, online, in history?
What is wrong with just ONE day a year to give
ourselves permission to reflect on ways that we
inspire ourselves and others? On ways that we are
deserving of our own respect? In seeing that we are
already role models to more people than we might
even realise?
One day to give ourselves permission to pat
ourselves on the back, take a bow and relish in the

Bernadette McClelland

applause of a job well done.
And so, the keyboard beckoned and I reflected…

To inspire is to breathe life into something or
someone
How inspirational am I then, as the mother of two
loving, generous, smart, hardworking, funny,
independent, healthy and family orientated children?
To have literally breathed life into this world through
them. To have experienced and endorsed the best,
and the worst, of ‘child labour.’ I look at them as
adults today, out there making change happen in
their worlds, in their communities, in their lives and as
a working woman within the home, the office and on
the road, I pat myself on the back for a tough job,
done well.
And I remembered some more....
To respect is to deeply admire someone or something
for their abilities, qualities, or achievements.
How respected am I in a career where I do what I
love and help businesses and people every single
day? This isn’t ‘work’ – I am ‘on assignment’. I won
this gig based on my abilities, qualities and
achievements and yes, I own them, because my
history shows me a path littered with little wins as
much as big wins. As a single mum in a world
dominated by alpha males, my biggest achievement
was digging deep and finding those inner resources
that saw me through a roller coaster of ‘finding me’,
down the snakes of bullying, inequality, mysogeny
and shame and up the ladders of reward,
celebrations, fun and self¬love, and for that I place
my hand across my heart, lean forward and take a
bow for a resilient job, done well!
And I remembered some more....
To model is an example of someone to follow or
imitate.
How model worthy am I to have survived illness,
bankruptcy, welfare and loss of our home, to come
full circle within a short period of time  more
purposeful than ever. Sitting in our new home talking
to you today, or travelling the world with my husband

speaking at events, or having a friendship base that is
thicker than blood, or for being the best kind of
‘working woman’, I relish the applause for a life
defining job, done well!
Because, just like selling, it’s about starting with
ourselves and being inspired by who we are and what
we have brought into this world in whatever way,
shape or form we choose that to be.
It’s about starting with ourselves and respecting
who we are, acknowledging the good, the bad and
the downright loveable. It’s about starting with
ourselves and being our own role model of
imperfection and acceptance and acknowledging the
humanness of authenticity, the grit in getting back on
the horse when we take any kind of tumble – and in
sales, there are many tumbles and the strength and
pride in being a woman!
So for International Woman’s Day:
Being Bold for Change is not just about being
brave and fearless and daring.
Being Bold for Change is about putting our hand
down instead of raising it for permission.
Being Bold for Change is about breaking the rules
around what we think is right and wrong, the ‘done’
thing or the ‘not done’ thing, the daring thing or the
scary thing.
Being Bold for Change is about whispering first
until your voice becomes heard and your words
eventually affect change.
Being Bold for Change is about every woman on
every day of the year, owning the value they bring to
the table, no matter the size and style of the table
and no matter who sits at that table – male or female.
So today is about you!
Pat yourself on the back, take your bow and relish
in the applause you more than deserve for stepping
up to be one of the world’s leading Women in Sales!
n
Be Bold and Brilliant.

Bernadette McClelland is Head of Sales
Transformation and Enablement at Sales
Leaders Global Pty Limited.
Find out more here
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Selling at the Speed of Sound-Bites
If a tree falls in the forest
and nobody hears it, did it
make a sound? If a team
makes a sales presentation
and nobody remembers it,
did they make a sale?
he answer to the first question maybe yes, but
as every seasoned salesperson knows, the
answer to the second is definitely no. Sound
waves travel and bounce from objects whether or
not people are there to enjoy them, but sales are
made person to person.
Enter the sound bite—the pithy sentence that
leaps out of a longer speech or conversation and
lodges in the memory for future use and persuasion.
It is exactly what salespeople need in the current
environment when selling and negotiating.
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Gaining your customers’ attention has never
been more challenging. And once you have it, the
nonstop cycle of information pouring out for their
attention makes keeping even a bigger challenge.
Technology has multiplied the ways customers buy.
They have taken control of the product through the
internet. They do their own research, they confer
with their colleagues, and they come to the sale
armed with information and expectations. They
want clear, succinct, and highly relevant
conversations.
They demand that you get to the heart of the
matter and do so quickly. Sound bites can help. If
you think about the speeches and posters
surrounding the recent and ongoing political scene it
is clear that today the biggest messages are
conveyed with the fewest words. Putting politics
aside, consider the impact of the phrases Black Lives
Matter and Make America Great Again. These have
helped to focus the energy and commitment of

Linda Richardson

millions. They tell a multilayered story in a flash.
And so does the sound bite—that phrase that, once
spoken, takes on a life of its own.
Of course sound bites have always been around.
They jump out of the podium or page or screen. For
example:
l I have a dream.
l Mr. Gorbachev tear down that wall.
l Who am I to judge?

Sound bites tell the story. They are built to get to the
heart of the matter. They make an impression.
People tend to accept them and remember them.
People who don’t accept them likely would not be
convinced by a thousand words. The question is,
how can salespeople use them to engage and
persuade customers.

How to Use Sound Bites
Sound bites don’t work in isolation; they require
context. Zingers alone cannot not reach the hearts
and minds of your next buyers. You still must
understand and appreciate your customer’s pressing
issues in depth. You still must know what your
solution is abouti.e. is it a car or is it really about
coming homeor running away. You still must drive
to outcomes. Consultative selling skills still remain
relevant. BUT they must be translated in the high
tech, social medial environment where customers
live. The mindset of taglines, subject headings,
tagging codes have to be integrated in how
salespeople speak.
Sound bites are not the domain of the marketing
department. Today, they begin with you. They must
be at your fingertips and at the tip of your tongue.
To paraphrase Marshall McCluhan, the sound
bite is the message. Clearly sound bites fall seriously
short on the details and complexities of your
message. They can seem misleading and over
simplified or outright misleading without backup.
But because of their brevity and clarity they are

attention getters. For most solutions, particularly
B2B, it takes more than a half minute to make your
point . The point is they make an impression and
open the door for the full story you have to tell. And
they resonate with today’s buyers who are living in
the world of technology and have become impatient
readers and listeners.
Because a sound bite is a short phrase or
sentence that zooms in on the essence of a bigger,
more complex, more layered, message, it is easy to
remember. This “bite” is the piece that media will
feature—the shorter the better and it is the part your
customer will remember and repeat internally. They
are quotable. Sound bites “canonize” your message
because brains latch on to them and set the platform
for you to win. They help you brand your solution.
They edge their way into thinking not only for the
customer but for the customer’s organization.. They
are a part of creating action and the action you want
is for the customer to buy.
There are three issues around sound bites: First is
creating the sound bite, then making it work beyond
the slogan stage, and finally learning to talk “sound
bites” to avoid being long winded because today’s
customers are on a fast track and lack the time or
patience to listen.

Creating the Sound Bite
The key to creating a great sound bite is making the
message for the customer, not for you or your
organization. Before you fall in love with a sound
bite, ask yourself,: Is it about the buyer? Perhaps the
best example of this is Nike’s Just do it. It is not about
Nike. It is about the buyer interested in individual
triumph—who will indeed “do it” (take some sporty
action, in Nike shoes) and not just once but again
and again.
There are some mechanics that can help in
creating a sound bite once you are clear on the
message that makes it ring tight and clear. If you
analyze great sound bites you will likely find:
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Analogy
Make a comparison between two different things.
Ask not what your customer can do for you, but what
you can do for your country.
Contrast
Tell what it is and what it is not. Often start with
what it is. Make love, not war. One small step for man,
one giant leap for mankind...
Consequence
Show how one thing leads to another by presenting
the impact, whether good or bad, solution or
problem. This is your brain on drugs. (Partnership for a
DrugFree America). If you don’t kill pollution, it will kill
you.
Create Surprise/the unexpected
Set the expectation for x but present y. Women
belong in the house and in the senate.
Two Is Company
Think in terms of pair. Live long and prosper.
Three’s a Charm
Capitalize on how minds are programed to relate to,
be influenced by, and remember things that come in
threes.I came. I saw. I conquered.
Metaphor
Make a comparison between two things that are
different but share some characteristics. Love  A
Subaru
Desire
Appeal to what people want, i.e. Apple’s campaign
was one of the most successful in advertising
history, appealing to people who want to think out
of the box. “Think different.”
Alliteration
Group similar consonants together: Don’t dream it,
drive it. (Jaguar)
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Dynamic Language
Urge action in a few words. Buckle up.
Synthesize
Put you theme into one sentence. Please don’t buy
junk bonds.
You may find that you come up with a sound bite
spontaneously. But don’t count on it. Put energy
into developing a sound bite that expresses the
heart of your message as it delivers to customers.
One salesperson increasingly faced internal
competitors who could provide webinar services
less expensively. He now consistently wins business
by driving home through his sound bite why his
customers use him and pay his fees: (his company’s
name) When Webinars REALLY Matter. This message
appears not only in his message but on the cover of
proposals and on each page.
The real impact of a sound bite occurs with
repetition. Like the webinar services salesperson,
you can build your sound bite into your sales
conversations. Test it out. Use it more than once…
.see if it sticks. Try with a prospect, a good customer,
and at home with family and friends. Integrate that
one sentence or phrase into proposals: on the cover,
on each page, and of course use it when you speak.
Know your solution, know your customer, cap it
off with a sound bite and like a refrain weave it into
your sales cycle.

Canonizing the Sound Bite
Nike has made Just Do It synonymous with its name.
Its brand is recognized on football fields, golf
courses, in gyms, locker rooms, schools and among
fashionistas. Nike put money and repetition into
making Just Do It a part of the lexicon and
synonymous with it name. It’s not about Nike. It’s
about the buyer. And it needs no explanation. It is
repeated and repeated. But companies, while they
spend countless resources on creating slogans and
taglines, often leave them on the sidelines when it
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comes to the sales team. And many salespeople
simply do not have their one clear message that
would help them differentiate and make their mark
them in their customers’ consciousness.
Think about your organization’s slogan and
whether or not it has potential as your develop
sound bites for your solutions. At the recent
Philadelphia Car Show there were numerous
slogans, for example for Ford  Go Forward. Yet, not
surprisingly, they were not integrated into the sales
conversations of any of the salespeople I observed
and therefore they missed the opportunity to turn
them into a sales advantage. Recently I noticed the
slogan Eat well, play long on the side of food delivery
truck for the School District of Philadelphia. It is
likely that precious education dollars were spent on
developing it. One hopes that cafeteria workers,
students, and teachers are aware of it so that it can
work its magic in helping kids value nutrition.
If you look at sound bites in the broader context
you can understand that the sound bite reflects the

bigger trend the critical need for salespeople to
create “abbreviated” sales conversations and not
only get to the heart of the matter but to do so with
real speed.
The sound bite today cannot stand alone.
Salespeople need to know when to speak like they
text to grab a customer’s attention and persuade
them to take action. Bitesized hashtags are the
sentences of today. Salespeople need to learn how
not to be longwinded if they want to be heard.
Sound bites do make a sound –and they can also
make a sale. By harnessing their power you can
capture attention and stimulate your customer’s
appetite for your solution. Build them into your
dialogue. Repeat them and so will your customer.
n
Sound bites sell!

Linda Richardson is the Founder of
Richardson, Best Selling Author, Consultant,
Faculty Wharton Graduate School.
Find out more here

More Women in Sales is Good Business
When I began selling technology solutions 20+ years ago, the ratio of
women to men was pretty off kilter. By now, you would expect that the
ratio of women to men in sales organizations would have become a little
more equal, especially in the leadership ranks. Unfortunately, statistics from
multiple research studies tell a different story.
he LinkedIn Sales Solutions team conducted an
analysis of the LinkedIn member network last
year to measure the representation of women
by job function, title, industry, and more. As it relates
to the profession of selling, the study revealed some
telling results. The study confirmed that women are
unrepresented in sales as a whole (only 39%) and
representation in senior ranks is even less.
In this article, I want to focus on two major points.
First, why don’t more women embark on a career in
sales? Second, how companies can do a much better
job recruiting women into their sales ranks. Why? It’s
good for business!

T

Where are the Women in Sales?
From the moment I landed my first serious sales job, I
have loved it. My earning potential was largely
unlimited, one day never looked exactly like the next,
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and I had a lot of flexibility in how I went about
accomplishing my goals. This last point was so
important for me because I have never been and
never will be a 95 gal.
From my point of view, there are three reasons
why women still don’t seek out selling roles.
l As an industry, sales has an image problem.

Somewhere buried deep in the collective psyche is
the bias that anyone who sells is nothing more than a
sleazy, snake oil salesman out to pick your pocket.
Think cheesy used car sales guy. If the perception is
that selling is about hounding people until they buy
something versus helping companies solve their
business problems, it is no wonder that sales haven't
held much career appeal in the eyes of women.
l Selling is viewed as a cutthroat, competitive

business. The aggressive, hunter/kill mentality often
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seen (and rewarded) in many sales organizations
holds no appeal for many women. Women tend to
want to work in collaborative, team environments
where the focus is on serving customers not
crushing quotas.
l Women don’t know how great a career in sales
can be. Companies do a poor job tailoring their
recruitment efforts to what appeals to women. As
Trish Bertuzzi once wrote in a blog post, companies
should “Lay off the war words: hunt, kill, crush –
these words tend not to appeal to female
candidates.” Companies like Forrester know how to
appeal to women and balance the perks they offer;
there is something for everyone.

Why should women consider a career in
sales?
Flexibility. The profession of selling has evolved
quite a bit since I first got started in my sales career.
Technology has certainly had much to do with that.
Roles in business development or inside sales don’t
always require that you leave your home office to
get the job done. If you take on a position in field
sales, you are able to juggle your schedule so you
can attend family activities that you might miss
working a 95 job.
Your natural traits are what buyers want.
Salesforce’s State of Sales report noted that 83% of
buyers want to work with salespeople “focused on
helping achieve their company’s needs, not just making
a quick sale.” Buyers want to work with salespeople
who are good listeners, consultative in their
approach, and who are focused on fulfilling buyer
needs instead of making a quick sale. Women
naturally tend to be more nurturing, collaborative
and adept at listening and responding to buyers
needs first. Does this mean that men in sales don’t
demonstrate these traits? Of course not. And, there
is solid evidence to suggest that women may have a
natural edge here.

Diversity in the Sales Ranks is Good for
Business
“Bringing more women into sales roles at every level
quite simply makes business sense.” Eliot Burdett,
CEO of Peak Sales Recruiting.
Your customers are diverse and that, in and of
itself, is a good reason to have diverse salespeople
who can connect and nurture strong relationships
with multiple customer types. Imagine what would
happen if everyone in your sales organization was a
clone of everyone else. That would make it difficult to
find common ground with customers and prospects.

How can organizations attract talented
women to positions in sales?
It begins with organizations opening up to the idea
that they need to balance the gender mix better. The
diversity of style, approach and thinking need to be
valued more. Any sales team largely made up of
aggressive male hunters doesn’t bode well over time.
Put more emphasis on recruiting women and
tailor the benefits message to incorporate those
things that will be important to them. Appeal to
women's desire to be collaborative in working with
customers to solve problems. And, please stop
creating job descriptions filled with warrior language.
That language doesn’t appeal to most women, which
means your company is missing out on attracting
talented women.

It is a Great Time to be in Sales. Join us!
Ladies, don’t overlook a career in sales. It is a great
profession; we need you. And, for sales leaders
reading this article, please overhaul your approach to
attracting talented women. Your business will be
n
stronger for it!

Barb Giamanco is a Keynote Speaker, Author,
Corporate Webcast Host and Social Centered
Selling CEO. Find out more here
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Join the CSO Insights WorldClass Sales and Service Practices Study
Successful business leaders rely on insights to drive
key factbased decisions that lead to concrete sales
and customer experience strategies that produce
tangible
results.
However,
trustworthy data is difficult to
come by. That’s why CSO Insights,
the research arm of Miller Heiman
Group, today launched the World
Class Sales and Service Practices
Study. The results will provide
leaders with objective insights and
operational metrics to help make
decisions crucial to business.
Findings from this study will
provide detailed, factual data on
sales and customer service
performance effectiveness and
actionable insights into worldclass
practices that successful leaders
use to drive measurable results. The survey is
targeted to global sales and service leaders and
professionals who support these roles to capture
realworld behavioral practices and operational
metrics vital to the success of these functions.
“Our WorldClass Sales and Service Practices

Study encompasses the very best of CSO Insights’
legacy studies  such as the Sales Best Practices
Study and the Sales Performance Optimization Study
– in order to collect more relevant
data from experts and provide the
data sales and service leaders
crave,” said Seleste Lunsford,
senior director of CSO Insights.
Sales and customer service
leaders and professionals may now
participate in the 2017 World
Class Sales and Service Practices
Study.
Respondents who complete the
survey will have immediate access
to CSO Insights’ 2016 Sales
Enablement Optimization Report
and The Roles of Customer
Support to Generate Sales.
In addition, they will be among the first to receive
access to findings from the WorldClass Sales and
Service Practices Study as well as exclusive
invitations to preview the results.
Please take the survey HERE

About CSO Insights
As the research arm of Miller Heiman Group, CSO Insights is dedicated to improving your organization’s
performance and productivity. Our respected analysts provide sales leaders around the world with research,
data, expertise, and best practices necessary for developing sustainable strategies that improve sales
performance. Although we are part of Miller Heiman Group, our research is independent and uninfluenced by
any organizations and companies we measure.
Our benchmarking capabilities are the industry standard when it comes to delivering behavioral and
operational insights for improved performance. They can also provide a holistic assessment of your
organization’s selling and sales management effectiveness. For more information about CSO Insights, visit
www.csoinsights.com.

Top Sales Post

February’s Top Sales Post
Blending The Old And New Schools Of B2b Sales
by Bill Butler

O

ver the last few years within the B2B sales
world, the notion that techpowered new
school strategies and techniques are here to
conquer the old school has been getting a good deal
of buzz. It’s this idea that we’re at a fork in the road
and one of them deadends. But we believe that
instead of a fork, we are at an intersection. The B2B
sales world isn’t at a place of A or B choice, but one
of blending. B2B sales leaders that adapt to the new
school while blending in the old school tactics that
actually really matter are the ones that are going to
find the most success.
Here’s how to do it…
Defining the Schools of B2B Sales
Before you blend your whiskeys you want to
understand them as individuals, right? The same

goes for old and new school sales strategies,
especially when you consider how much
disinformation there is about each.
Old school sales isn’t a Rolodex, an office phone
or GlenGarry Glen Ross. Old school sales is built on
the intangibles. One of our customer success
managers here at Journey Sales talks about how his
dad, a lifelong salesman (and a darn good one at
that) attributes his success to being a good
salesman. He listens. He remembers names and the
names of family members. He takes the time to
know what a client likes and what will rub them the
wrong way. He pays attention to context and
behaviors. He solves problems. The old school sales
pro is part HR expert, part psychiatrist, part
psychologist (they’re different!), part problem solver,
Read Full Article Here
part champion, part ...

Our 2017 Partners
Click on our Sponsors to find out what they can do for you.
If you would like to learn more about the benefits of becoming a TSW sponsor
and our existing Partner Program, please find details here.

Our Principal Sponsor is
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